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TAudioConverter review: Put a nice face on open-source audio transcoding [3]

Wine 1.7.7 Brings Some Small Updates [4]

Aqua Connect releases Load Balancer for Linux [5]

Lightworks 11.1.1 for Windows and 11.5 beta for Linux, First Take: Open-source video editing[6]

...earlier beta releases of the Linux version have been disappointing. The latest beta sees this
cross-platform video editor finally starting to live up to its promises.

htop (interactive process viewer) Linux Performance Monitoring tool [7]

Snappy: A GStreamer & Clutter Powered Movie Player [8]

Snappy is an open-source movie player that has become part of the GNOME project and is
powered by GStreamer and features a user-interface written in Clutter. The project has been
around for a while but releases are rare, except for a new update this week.

Protect your network ? Tutorial [9]

We're Almost to Goal: 100 Linux Tutorials Campaign [10]

Install Minetest 0.4.8 game in Linux Mint 16 [11]

Setting Up a Multi-Node Hadoop Cluster with Beagle Bone Black [12]

How to Bulletproof Linux for Mad Experimentation [13]

Everyone knows that keeping regular backups of our data is the No. 1 best insurance against
mishaps. The No. 2 best insurance is smart partitioning on your Linux PC that puts your data
on a different partition from the root filesystem. Having a single separate data partition is
especially useful for distro-hoppers, and for multi-booting multiple distros; all your files are in
one place, and protected from mad installation frenzies. And why not distro-hop and multiboot random distros? Unlike certain inexplicably popular expensive fragile, low self-esteem
proprietary operating systems it's easy and fun. No hoops to jump, no blurry eleventy-eight
digit registration numbers, no mother-may-I, no phoning your activities home to the mother
ship: just download and start playing.

Install Google Chrome 31 in CentOS/RHEL 6, Fedora 19/18 [14]

How to Install phpMyAdmin on CentOS using Yum [15]

Steps to install JAVA on CentOS 5/6 or RHEL 5/6 [16]

How To Install Tomcat 7 Server on CentOS & RedHat 5/6 [17]

Squid Analyzer ? A Parser for Squid proxy access.log File [18]

Linux-enabled kit targets custom SoC developers [19]

LibreOffice Math Introduction [20]

Manage Linux services with Webmin [21]

Debugging your shell scripts [22]

Linux 3.13-rc1 is out [23]

How to convert video to animated gif image on Linux [24]

How to Add Windows Host to Nagios Monitoring Server [25]

Best Practice Linux Guide: Data Security [26]

Keeping a filesystem in sync across two or more servers and local machines, Part 1 [27]
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